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COVER IMAGE
NASA's Cassini spacecraft has been on an epic road trip, as this graphic of its orbits around the Saturn system shows. This 
picture traces Cassini's orbits from Saturn orbit insertion in June 2004 through the end of the mission in September 2017. 
Saturn is in the center, with the orbit of its largest moon Titan in red and the orbits of its six other inner satellites in white. 
Cassini's prime mission is shown in green. Its first mission extension is shown in orange. The completed orbits of its second 
mission extension are shown in purple. Orbits after Cassini's 15th anniversary of launch, on 15 October 2012, appear in dark 
gray. These include orbits that pass inside Saturn's innermost ring, which started in April 2017 (Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech). 
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The Space Research Institute (Institut für Weltraum-
forschung, IWF) in Graz focuses on the physics of space 
plasmas and (exo-)planets. With about 100 staff members 
from 20 nations (Fig. 1) it is one of the largest institutes 
of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (Österreichische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, ÖAW).

IWF develops and builds space-qualified instruments and 
analyzes and interprets the data returned by them. Its 
core expertise is in building magnetometers and on-board 
computers, as well as in satellite laser ranging, which is 
performed at a station operated by IWF at the Lustbühel 
Observatory. In terms of science, the institute concentrates 
on dynamical processes in space plasma physics, on the 
upper atmospheres of planets and exoplanets, and on the 
gravity fields of the Earth and the Moon.

IWF cooperates closely with space agencies all over the 
world and with numerous other national and international 
research institutions. A particularly intense cooperation 
exists with the European Space Agency (ESA).

The institute is currently involved in seventeen active and 
future international space missions; among these:

 � BepiColombo will be launched in 2018 to investigate 
planet Mercury, using two orbiters, one specialized in 
magnetospheric studies and one in remote sensing.

 � ESA's first Small-class mission CHEOPS (CHaracterizing 
ExOPlanets Satellite) will classify exoplanets in detail. Its 
launch is expected in 2018.

 � The China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES), 
launched in early 2018, studies the Earth's ionosphere.

 � ESA's Cluster mission still provides unique data leading 
to a new understanding of space plasmas.

 � GEO-KOMPSAT-2A is a Korean satellite for space 
weather investigations due for launch in 2018.

 � ESA's JUpiter ICy moons Explorer (JUICE) will observe 
the giant gaseous planet Jupiter and three of its largest 
moons, Ganymede, Callisto, and Europa. It is planned 
for launch in 2022.

 � MMS uses four identically equipped spacecraft to 
explore the acceleration processes that govern the 
dynamics of the Earth's magnetosphere.

INTRODUCTION 

Fig. 1: Most IWF members in the institute's atrium (Credit: Daniel Hinterramskogler/ÖAW).
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 � ESA's third Medium-class science mission PLATO is a 
space-based observatory to search for planets orbiting 
alien stars. It is planned for launch by 2026.

 � Solar Orbiter is to study along an innovative trajectory 
solar and heliospheric phenomena, planned for launch 
in 2020.

 � THEMIS has been reduced to a near-Earth three-space-
craft mission. The two other spacecraft are now orbiting 
the Moon in the ARTEMIS mission.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2017
 � 15 September marked the end of one of the most 

successful space missions of the last decades. NASA's 
Cassini mission orbited Saturn for 13 years. Launched in 
1997, it reached the ring planet in 2004 and had several 
hundred close encounters with the gas giant and its 
moons Titan and Enceladus. IWF participated in more 
than 50 publications in international journals.

 � In "Nature Astronomy" an international team with 
relevant IWF participation reported the discovery of a 
sun-type star in a close, eccentric binary system with 
a neutron star, where the non-degenerate star presents 
strong Ca-rich pollution from the supernova ejecta.

 � A "Nature Communications" study, led by IWF, 
described how magnetic reconnection in vortices at the 
magnetopause on  the flanks of the magnetotail facilitates 
turbulent mass transfer into the magnetosphere.

 � Induction heating can completely change the energy 
budget of an exoplanet and even melt its interior. 
In a study published by "Nature Astronomy" an 
international team led by IWF with participation of the 
University of Vienna explained how magma oceans 
can form under the surface of exoplanets as a result of 
induction heating.

THE YEAR 2017 IN NUMBERS
Members of the institute published 140 papers in refereed 
international journals, of which 49 were first author 
publications. During the same period, articles with authors 
from the institute were cited 4518 times in the international 
literature. In addition, 90 talks and 41 posters were 
presented at international conferences by IWF members. 
Last but not least, institute members were involved in the 
organization of three international meetings or workshops.

IWF STRUCTURE AND FUNDING
IWF is structured into four research fields represented 
by eight research groups (Fig. 2). Wolfgang Baumjohann 
serves as Director, Werner Magnes as Deputy Director.

The bulk of financial support is provided by ÖAW. Signifi-
cant support is also given by other national institutions, 
in particular the Austrian Research Promotion Agency 
(Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft, FFG) 
and the Austrian Science Fund (Fonds zur Förderung 
der wissenschaftlichen Forschung, FWF). Furthermore, 
European institutions like ESA and the European Union 
contribute substantially.

Fig. 2: IWF group leaders: Y. Narita, H. Lammer, R. Nakamura,  
W. Magnes, M. Steller, L. Fossati, and N. Kömle (absent: G. Kirchner; 
Credit: Daniel Hinterramskogler/ÖAW). 

IWF/ÖAW
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In the last decades, gravimetric and geometric space 
geodesy techniques constitute an integral part in Earth 
and planetary sciences. To improve our knowledge about 
the environment, state and evolution of the Earth and the 
Earth’s only natural satellite, the Moon, IWF is engaged in 
terrestrial and lunar gravity field research as well as space 
weather dynamics, and Satellite Laser Ranging to Earth-
orbiting satellites and debris objects.

GRAVITY FIELD
Gravity field research includes the analysis of data collected 
by Earth- and Moon-orbiting spacecraft.

GRAIL
The Gravity Recovery And Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission 
aims at answering longstanding questions about Earth's 
Moon and provides a better understanding of how the 
Earth and other terrestrial planets were formed. Mapping 
the structure of the lunar interior gives insight into a variety 
of geophysical processes, and allows indirectly to shed 
light on the thermal evolution. The two GRAIL spacecraft 
were orbiting the Moon in nearly circular polar orbits at 
an average altitude of 55 km during the primary mission 
phase. As the distance between the two probes changed 
slightly due to different gravity induced perturbations, the 
inter-satellite range variations were recorded by means of 
Ka-band observations. Hence, this type of observations is 
ideally suited to reveal the lunar gravity field (even at the 
far side) with unprecedented accuracy.

IWF released the first completely independent and most 
accurate lunar gravity model, based on GRAIL mission 
data, outside the United States of America - denoted as 
GrazLGM420b. The model is resolved up to spherical 

harmonic degree 420, which corresponds to a spatial 
resolution of around 13 km (see Fig. 3).

The reconstruction of an independent gravity field solution 
requires absolute position information of the satellites. 
Hitherto, lunar gravity models compiled in Europe relied 
so far on the orbit products provided by the GRAIL 
Science Team. However, Doppler observations collected 
by the Deep Space Network (DSN) on Earth allows for 
determining the GRAIL orbits. Through the development 
of the in-house software package ORCA (Orbit Re-
Construction Application)  the opportunity was opened to 
infer the positions of the GRAIL probes based on S-band 
radiometric tracking data collected by the DSN. Based on 
an iterative process, which initially utilizes a pre-GRAIL 
gravity field as starting point, a final independent solution 
was created. The nominal accuracy of radiometric 2-way 
S-band observations to GRAIL is estimated  to be 1 mm/s.

Though, the achieved accuracy exceeds the assumptions and 
is in the range of 0.04 - 0.5 mm/s. Fig. 4 shows the obtained 
a posteriori fit to the S-band DSN data corresponding to  
0.12 mm/s on average.  According to the GRAIL Science 
Team the posteriori fit is around 0.13 mm/s, which indicates 
a good agreement to our precise orbit determination 
solution.

EARTH & MOON

Fig. 4: Postfit residuals in the form of root mean square (RMS) from S-band 
DSN data to GRAIL using GrazLGM420b.

Fig. 3: Lunar  gravity model GrazLGM420b in terms of gravity anomalies 
with the nearside on the left and the far side on the right.
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GRACE
The year 2017 marked the end of the scientific operations 
of the highly successful twin-satellite mission GRACE 
(Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment, NASA/DLR). For 
more than 15 years, GRACE has provided time-variable 
gravity field information with unprecedented accuracy 
which substantially contributed to a better understanding 
of how mass is constantly being redistributed around the 
Earth. This information is of utmost importance, not only 
for geophysicists, but also for any researcher studying 
the effects of global climate change. In this context, a 
particularly crucial application of GRACE resides in 
the possibility to directly monitor changes in the Earth's 
cryosphere, i.e., glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets. Besides 
the thermal expansion of ocean water, presently glacier 
shrinkage has been identified as the most dominant 
contributor to global sea level rise.

In the framework of the IWF-led project SPICE, a 
sophisticated analysis approach has been developed 
to deduce reliable estimates of mass balances of alpine 
glacier systems (Alps, Alaska, Iceland, Svalbard etc.) from 
space-gravimetric data. The innovative methodology 
approximates the regional gravity field in the vicinity 
of the investigated glaciers with radial basis functions 
(point masses) and exploits GRACE on the level of raw 
inter-satellite measurements (Level-1B). To stabilize 
the (naturally ill-posed) gravity inversion, Tikhonov 
regularization is applied. The selection of an appropriate 
regularization parameter is done in an exceptional way: 
the extended Gauss-Markov model is regarded as a multi-
objective optimization problem, which is solved by utilizing 
stochastic optimization methods (Genetic Algorithms). 
These three measures, as opposed to the typically applied 
(global) spherical harmonics modeling (Fig. 5; blue curve), 
ensure the best possible regionalization of both modeling 
and data and consequently prevent the solutions from 
being oversmoothed.

GRACE data have been processed and provided by the 
project partners at TU Graz. Isolation of the glaciological 
signal is made more reliable by using both global and 
regional hydrological models. The final glacier mass 
balance estimates, based on a novel point mass approach 
(PM), are validated by comparison with in-situ observations 
provided by the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS) 
in Zurich (Fig. 5; red and black curve, respectively).

SPACE WEATHER APPLICATIONS
Dedicated gravity field missions like GRACE or its successor 
GRACE Follow-on (launch date: March 2018) measure all 
forces acting on a spacecraft to recover the Earth's gravity 
field. A core instrument aboard this kind of satellites are 
accelerometers, which enable the measurement of the non-
gravitational part of the perturbing forces. In addition to 
the substantial benefit for the gravity field research, these 
instruments also allow the determination of time-variable 
atmospheric mass densities along the satellite trajectory. 
Since space weather disturbances can affect spaceborne 
and ground based technologies, the knowledge of the 
current state of the thermosphere is very important.

For this reason, the impact of nearly 400 solar events on 
the Earth's thermosphere and the magnetic field in the 
interplanetary medium have been thoroughly analyzed. The 
events, which occurred between 2003 and 2015, included 
196 coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and 195 corotating 
interactions regions (CIRs). Atmospheric mass densities 
have been estimated by means of GRACE accelerometer 
measurements and Bz magnetic field component variations 
were observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) 
satellite, located at the Lagrange point 1 (L1). Thereby, a 
strong causal link between these two types of observations 
could be deduced (see Fig. 6). Hence, this comprehensive 
study provides a solid basis for a future forecasting tool to 
estimate the expected impact of a solar event on the Earth's 
thermosphere based on near real-time observations of the 
Bz component at L1. 

In today's modern society, with the steadily increasing 
technology, these activities show that IWF is aware of the 
necessity to recognize and face up to the space weather 
threat.

Fig. 5: Viability of the presented novel method for the example of Iceland.

Fig. 6: Scatter plot of the Bz component (ACE) vs. the increase in the neutral 
density (GRACE). The analyzed CME and CIR events are marked with blue 
circles and orange squares, respectively.

IWF/ÖAW
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SATELLITE LASER RANGING
In addition to routinely tracking more than 150 targets 
which are equipped with laser retro-reflectors, the Graz 
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) Station is working on various 
projects. Highlights include the founding of a space debris 
expert center, polarization switching measurements to 
Galileo satellites and quantum key distribution experiments 
in cooperation with the ÖAW Institute for Quantum Optics 
and Quantum Information (IQOQI) Vienna.

QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION
With the growth of internet use and electronic commerce, 
a secure global network for data protection is desirable. A 
drawback of traditional public key cryptography is that it 
is not possible to guarantee information security. However, 
quantum key distribution (QKD) offers unconditional 
security ensured by the laws of physics. QKD uses the 
fundamental unit of light, single photons, encoded in 
quantum superposition states, which are sent to distant 
locations. By proper encoding and decoding, two distant 
parties share strings of random bits called secret keys.

In a collaborative project between the Austrian and 
Chinese Academies of Sciences and the University of 
Vienna, intercontinental QKD has been demonstrated 
for the very first time in 2017 between ground stations 
in Austria and China. Therefore, the Graz SLR Station at 
Lustbühel  Observatory was equipped with a dedicated 
quantum detection package developed by IQOQI. This 
allowed detecting and analyzing the polarization state 
of the single photon signal transmitted from the Chinese 
Low Earth Orbit satellite Micius. Furthermore, using the 
satellite as a trusted relay station, secure quantum keys 
could be exchanged with the Xinglong and Nanshan 
ground stations in China. These keys were then used for 
intercontinental quantum-secured communication by 
transmitting images in a one-time pad configuration as 
well as a video conference between Austria and China.  
Fig. 7 shows a long-term exposure picture of the SLR 
station while tracking the Chinese Satellite.

EXPERT COORDINATION CENTER
With ESA's Space Situational Awareness program an 
Expert Coordination Centre was founded at ESOC, 
Darmstadt. A consortium was formed consisting of experts 
for optical observations (Astronomical Institute of Bern, 
Czech Technical University in Prague, SpaceDys) and 
space debris laser ranging (Graz SLR Station). The Expert 
Center's main task is to coordinate external stations, in 
terms of observation scheduling/tasking and data delivery. 
Furthermore, within the framework of the project several 
data conversion tools were developed.

The Graz SLR Station developed an acceptance process 
for SLR candidate stations to become a "qualified" space 
debris laser ranging station according to pre-defined 
criteria. The acceptance process was split into three parts. 
1) Validation: The candidate sensor has to measure a 
number of full passes to targets with well-known orbits 
(e.g. Lageos-1/Lageos-2) using a space debris laser. The 
results are compared to the Lageos ILRS reference orbit by 
applying a validation routine. 2) Qualification: Within the 
qualification campaign the candidate sensor has to deliver 
the results of at least three successful observation sessions 
performing measurements to arbitrary space debris targets. 
The station has to reach certain success criteria to pass to 
the next phase. 3) Dedicated campaign: According to a 
fixed target priority list the station has to deliver a certain 
amount of passes within a month's time.

The functionality of the acceptance process was 
demonstrated successfully for the SLR station in Borówiec, 
Poland, delivering space debris laser ranging data to  
Lageos 1 (Fig. 8) and Lageos 2.

Fig. 8: Space debris laser ranging residuals [m] over time [s] to Lageos 1 for 
Borówiec SLR station (top). The histogram analysis of the range residuals to 
Lageos 1 showed a range bias of 0.1 m in comparison with the ILRS reference 
orbit (bottom).

Fig. 7: The Graz SLR Station at Lustbühel Observatory tracking the Chinese 
satellite Micius in a long-term exposure picture. One can see the red uplink as 
well as the green downlink beacon lasers.
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SPACE DEBRIS OBSERVATIONS
The upper stage of the Long March 3B rocket body 
(NORAD ID: 38253) reentered the Earth's atmosphere in 
August 2017. One month before reentry, light curves (Fig.  
9; white) were recorded by using single photon avalanche 
diodes while simultaneously doing distance measurements 
via space debris laser ranging (Fig. 9; green). The light 
curve measurements were taken using the reflected 
sunlight of the satellite gathered by our receiving telescope 
with wavelengths other than the 532 nm (which is used 
for SLR). Space debris laser ranging was performed with a 
high power laser operating at 20 W / 100 Hz.

The simplified shape of the rocket body can be assumed to 
be cylindrical, with a height of 12.38 m and a diameter of 
3 m. Within a single pass of the rocket body it is possible 
to draw conclusions on the orientation of the space debris 
part. Since both data sets are oscillating, it implies that the 
rocket body is rotating – with a rotation period of about 
120 s.

The maximum offset of the SLR range residuals is about  
12 m, which corresponds well to the rocket body 
dimensions. This implies that the cylinder symmetry axis is 
oriented close to the observer's line of sight. Furthermore, 
the SLR maxima are aligned with the small and sharp light 
curve peaks. These arise from the reflection of the sunlight 
on the top/bottom surface of the rocket body.

At the minimal SLR residuals the light curve shows a broad 
reflection maximum. These peaks are related to sunlight 
reflections of the cylinder jacket. The cylinder symmetry 
axis is hence lying within a plane normal to the line of sight 
of the observer.

Based on a cylindrical model of the rocket body simulated 
light curves and SLR residuals were calculated along the 
path by using Simplified General Perturbations (SGP4) 
orbit propagation. The modeled cylinder was rotated along 
the path using the period from the measured light curve 
and the SLR data. Different starting conditions regarding 
the orientation of the cylinder axis and the starting phase 
angle were simulated. A comparison of experimental 
results with the simulations allowed to draw conclusions 
on the rotation parameters of the rocket body with respect 
to the Earth centered inertial system.

ALCANTARA INITIATIVE
ESA's Alcantara Initiative is a program to build bridges 
between international research partners by sharing their 
knowledge. Within this initiative a project was conducted 
in cooperation with the Argentine-German Geodetic 
Observatory. SLR measurements to Galileo satellites were 
performed continuously over up to four hours. During 
this time, the polarization state of the outgoing laser 
beam was switched, in intervals of one minute, between 
linear polarization along track, across track and circular 
polarization. In total 15 Galileo passes were analyzed 
regarding laser polarization induced offsets of the range 
measurements. 

In previous studies systematic offsets have been found 
for retro-reflector arrays of older Glonass satellites. These 
offsets are connected to fabrication errors of the corner 
cube retro-reflectors shifting the mean reflection point 
millimeters towards or away from the observing station. 
The goal of the present study was to investigate if Galileo 
reflector panels show similar effects. The current Galileo 
reflector panels do not show systematics, the offsets 
between the range residuals of different polarization states 
(polarization offset [mm]) are distributed evenly around 
zero (Fig. 10). The RMS of the polarization offset increases 
for lower elevations (corresponding to a larger incidence 
angle on the retro-reflector panel). Comparing adjacent 
measurements of the same polarization state does not 
show this elevation dependent effect. Thus, the effect was 
explained by the superposition of the far field diffraction 
patterns of differently "clocked" (rotated) retro-reflectors 
on the Galileo retro-reflector panel. Depending on the 
incident angle of the laser beam on the panel polarization-
based offsets occur.

Fig. 10: Polarization offsets [mm] between different polarizations (top; 
Alo = along track, Acr = across track, Cir = circular) and between adjacent 
measurements of the same polarization (bottom) plotted against the satellite 
elevation [°].

Fig. 9: Space debris laser ranging range residuals (white, in meters) and light 
curve measurements (green, proportional to the number of single photon 
returns within 10 ms intervals) vs. the seconds of day. The light curve is 
scaled accordingly to fit within the plot of the range residuals.

IWF/ÖAW
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Near-Earth space is a most suitable place to study 
fundamental space plasma processes due to recent 
advancements in the in-situ measurements of the charged 
particles together with electric and magnetic fields at high 
cadence.  IWF has been participating in the hardware 
activities of numerous missions, now operating, being built 
as well as in the planning phase. Data taken from these 
missions have been extensively analyzed at IWF by applying 
different analysis methods to the data and by theoretical 
modeling to compare with the observations. The obtained 
knowledge contributes to the better understanding of 
different processes in space plasma applicable to those in 
our solar system and beyond.

CLUSTER
The Cluster spacecraft have been providing data since 2001 
as the first four spacecraft mission in space for studying 
small-scale structures of the Earth's magnetosphere and 
its environment. The mission is currently planned to 
be extended to December 2018. IWF is PI/Co-I on five 
instruments and has maintained the Austrian Cluster Data 
Center. In addition to data analysis, IWF contributed to data 
archiving activities at the Cluster Science Archives (CSA) by 
also producing supporting data products such as science 
event lists.

MMS
NASA's MMS (Magnetospheric MultiScale) mission, 
launched in 2015, explores the dynamics of the Earth's 
magnetosphere and its underlying energy transfer 
processes. Four identically equipped spacecraft carry out 
measurements with high temporal and spatial resolution. 
MMS investigates the small-scale basic plasma processes, 
which transport, accelerate and energize plasmas in thin 
boundary and current layers. The MMS orbit of the first 
two years was dedicated to study dayside magnetopause 
reconnection. In mid 2017, the apogee was raised to 
encounter near-Earth magnetotail reconnection.

IWF, which is the biggest non-US participant in MMS, has 
taken the lead for the spacecraft potential control of the 
satellites (ASPOC) and is participating in the electron drift 
instrument (EDI) and the digital fluxgate magnetometer 
(DFG). In addition to the operation activities of these 
instruments and scientific data analysis, IWF is contributing 
to develop new methods of inflight calibration and an 
algorithm to produce new science data products.

THEMIS/ARTEMIS
NASA's THEMIS mission, launched in 2007, consisted of 
five identical satellites flying through different regions 
of the magnetosphere. In autumn 2010 the two outer 
spacecraft became ARTEMIS in orbit around the Moon, 
while the other three THEMIS spacecraft remained in their 
orbit. As Co-I of the magnetometer, IWF is participating in 
processing and analyzing data.

EFFECT OF ELECTRIC FIELDS ON 
SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL
It has been a puzzle since the early days of the Cluster 
mission why the spacecraft potential - despite being 
limited by the ion beam emitted by the ASPOC instrument - 
sometimes exhibits spikes, which are higher than any 
variation of the ambient plasma could induce. The high-
resolution MMS data revealed a clear correlation - with 
squared regression coefficients better than 0.8 - between the 
spacecraft potential (center panel of example in Fig. 11) and 
the ambient electric field (bottom panel) whereby a field of 
the order of 10 mV/m may already increase the potential 
by one volt. In comparison, the variation of the plasma 
electron current to the spacecraft surface (top panel) by a 
factor of 2 causes no significant reaction of the potential.

NEAR-EARTH SPACE

Fig. 11: Electron current deduced from plasma instrument (top);  spacecraft 
potential (middle: ); electric field obtained from double probe measurement 
aboard MMS during an interval when ASPOC was operating (bottom).
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After removal of the electric field effect, the spacecraft 
potential becomes a much more accurate indicator of 
plasma density. The interpretation is subject to ongoing 
studies and numerical simulations. Most likely, the effect 
is related to the size of the spacecraft together with its long 
conductive wire booms (~120 m tip to tip), which form a 
huge equipotential structure. Due to the electric field, the 
potential of the body relative to the ambient plasma is no 
longer a single value but depends on the position. The 
resulting asymmetry of the sheath around the spacecraft 
body impedes the return of photo-electrons to the body. This 
in turn enforces an increase of the spacecraft potential to 
maintain the equilibrium of currents. The same mechanism 
should affect the spacecraft potential when ASPOC is not 
operating, but may be hidden behind stronger variations 
due to the ambient plasma.

CSES
The China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES) mission 
was launched in early 2018. It will be the first Chinese 
platform for the investigation of natural electromagnetic 
phenomena with major emphasis on earthquake monitoring 
from a Sun synchronous, polar, Low Earth Orbit (LEO).

The CSES magnetometer was developed in cooperation 
between the National Space Science Center (NSSC) of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Experimental 
Physics (IEP) of TU Graz, and IWF. NSSC is responsible 
for the dual sensor fluxgate magnetometer, the instrument 
processor and the power supply unit, while IWF and 
IEP participate with the newly developed absolute scalar 
magnetometer, called Coupled Dark State Magnetometer 
(CDSM). In 2017, the CDSM Flight Model was delivered 
to China, integrated onto the spacecraft and accepted for 
flight (Fig. 12).

GEO-KOMPSAT-2A
GEO-KOMPSAT-2 (Geostationary Korea Multi-Purpose 
Satellite-2) consists of two spacecraft, which are built and 
managed by the South Korean Space Agency KARI. Both 
satellites focus on meteorological survey measurements 
from a geostationary orbit above Korea. One of the 
spacecraft, GEO-KOMPSAT-2A (GK-2A), carries additional 
instrumentation to investigate space weather phenomena.

In cooperation with ESA and international partners, IWF is 
engaged in GK-2A with a four-sensor magnetometer called 
Service Oriented Spacecraft MAG-netometer (SOSMAG). It 
was developed with ESA technology grants and serves 
as a ready-to-use space weather monitoring system to be 
mounted on a variety of different spacecraft built without 
a magnetic cleanliness program. Up to two high-resolution 
boom-mounted fluxgate magnetometers, the Digital 
Processing Unit (DPU) and the boom are provided by 
Magson GmbH and Technische Universität Braunschweig. 
For detection and characterization of magnetic disturbers 
on the spacecraft, two magnetometers based on the 
anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) effect were developed 
in a joint effort by Imperial College London and IWF (see 
AMR front-end electronics in Fig. 13).

In 2017, the flight model of SOSMAG was assembled, 
calibrated, acceptance tested, delivered to South Korea and 
integrated onto the GK-2A spacecraft as part of the Korean 
Space Environment Monitor (KSEM) instrument suit. It will 
be launched in early 2019.

SMILE
The Solar wind Magnetosphere Ionosphere Link Explorer 
(SMILE) is a joint mission between ESA and the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences. It aims to build a more complete 
understanding of the Sun-Earth connection by measuring 
the solar wind and its dynamic interaction with the 
magnetosphere. IWF is Co-Investigator for two instruments: 
the Soft X-ray Imager (SXI) and the magnetometer (MAG).

Fig. 13: Flight electronics of the two AMR sensors.

Fig. 12:  CSES team from IWF and Graz University of Technology (TU Graz) 
ready to launch the CDSM magnetometer.

IWF/ÖAW
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MAGNETOMETER OFFSET DETERMINED 
FROM COMPRESSIONAL WAVES
Magnetometers on-board spacecraft need to be 
regularly calibrated in flight. In low fields, the most 
important calibration parameters are the three offset 
vector components, which represent the magnetometer 
measurements in vanishing ambient magnetic fields. A 
new method has been developed to determine these three 
components from magnetic field measurements of highly 
compressional waves, e.g., mirror modes in the Earth's 
magnetosheath. Correspondingly, the method is called 
3D mirror mode method. Although it shares the same 
basic working principles with the 1D mirror mode method 
for spin-axis stabilized spacecraft, it is a completely new 
development, focused on the calibration of magnetometers 
on board three-axis stabilized spacecraft.

The method has been tested by applying it to magnetic 
field data measured by the THEMIS-C spacecraft in the 
terrestrial magnetosheath, the Cassini spacecraft in the 
Jovian magnetosheath, and the Rosetta spacecraft in the 
vicinity of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. The tests 
reveal that the achievable offset accuracies depend on the 
ambient magnetic field strength (lower strength meaning 
higher accuracy), on the length of the underlying data 
interval (more data meaning higher accuracy) and on the 
stability of the offset that is to be determined.  The method 
is expected to be applied to the magnetometer data from 
the SMILE spacecraft.

PHYSICS
Data from ongoing missions are analyzed and theoretical 
models are developed to describe the physical processes 
in near-Earth space. In particular, high-resolution data 
from MMS enabled a number of new studies dealing with 
interactions between the solar wind and the magnetosphere, 
internal disturbances in the magnetosphere such as plasma 
flows, waves, and plasma instabilities including magnetic 
reconnection and their large-scale consequences.

EARTH'S MAGNETOPAUSE
The magnetopause is the magnetic barrier that deflects 
the solar wind plasma and confines the Earth’s magnetic 
field. Data from MMS are combined to demonstrate how 
the plasma and magnetic forces at the boundary affect the 
interaction between the shocked solar wind and the Earth's 
magnetic field. These forces with the plasma pressure are 
examined together with the electron distribution function. 
Sublayers with thickness compared to the ion scale are 
found. There are also small pockets of low magnetic field 
strength, of small radius of curvature, and of high electric 
current that mark the electron diffusion region. The flow 
of electrons, parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field 
reveals a complex topology with the creation of magnetic 
ropes at the boundary.

MAGNETOSHEATH HIGH-SPEED JETS
MMS measurements have enabled, for the first time, the 
study of the rich internal structure of a magnetosheath 
high-speed jet. Large-amplitude density, temperature, 
and magnetic field variations inside the jet are revealed. 
The propagation velocity and normal direction of planar 
magnetic field structures (i.e., current sheets and waves) 
have been investigated via four-spacecraft timing. These 
structures mainly convect with the jet plasma. In the 
particular jet studied, there are indications of the presence 
of a tangential discontinuity. At other times, there are small 
cross-structure flows. Where this is the case, current sheets 
and waves overtake the plasma in the jet's core region. 
Ahead and behind that core region, along the jet's path, 
current sheets are overtaken by the plasma.

Jet structures are found to be mainly thermal and magnetic 
pressure balance structures, notwithstanding that the 
dynamic pressure dominates by far. Although the jet is 
supermagnetosonic in the Earth’s frame of reference, it 
is submagnetosonic with respect to the plasma ahead. 
Consequently, there is no fast shock. Instead, some evidence 
is found for (a series of) jets pushing ambient plasma out of 
their way, thereby stirring the magnetosheath and causing 
anomalous sunward flows in the subsolar magnetosheath 
(Fig. 14 A). Furthermore, jets are found to modify the 
magnetic field in the magnetosheath, aligning it with their 
propagation direction (Fig. 14 B).

Fig. 14: A: Illustration showing the motion of the magnetosheath plasma 
(blue and green arrows) in the vicinity of a jet; B: Illustration of how the 
plasma motion of a jet (red arrow) through slower ambient plasma (blue 
arrow) modifies the magnetic field in the magnetosheath (green line). 
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GUIDE FIELD EFFECT ON LOCAL ENERGY 
CONVERSION DURING ASYMMETRIC 
MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
MMS data were used to investigate small-scale regions 
where plasma electron dynamics support the splitting 
and interconnection of the Earth's magnetic field and the 
shocked solar wind. Magnetic reconnection can create 
hazardous energetic particle radiation in near-Earth space 
by dissipating magnetic energy and accelerating nearby 
plasma particles. A number of cases were examined, where 
MMS observed reconnection in situ, in order to investigate 
the nature of the dissipation region.

The results of the study, which are summarized in Fig. 
15, indicated that the location of - and mechanism for - 
dissipation are partially controlled by the angle between the 
Earth's and the Sun's magnetic fields. During reconnection 
with high magnetic shear, dissipation is associated 
with highly agyrotropic meandering electrons near the 
inner boundary of the reconnection region, the electron 
flow stagnation point. For very low shear, dissipation 
is associated with streaming solar wind electrons near 
the exact site of reconnection, the magnetic X point. For 
moderate shear, both mechanisms are active.

TURBULENT MASS TRANSFER CAUSED 
BY VORTEX-INDUCED RECONNECTION 
IN MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMAS
Magnetic reconnection is believed to be the main driver 
to transport solar wind into the Earth's magnetosphere 
when the magnetopause features a large magnetic shear. 
However, even when the magnetic shear is too small 
for spontaneous reconnection, the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability (KHI) driven by a super-Alfvénic velocity shear 
is expected to facilitate the transport. Although previous 
kinetic simulations have demonstrated that the non-linear 
vortex flows from the KHI gives rise to vortex-induced 
reconnection (VIR) and resulting plasma transport, the 
system sizes of these simulations were too small to allow 
the VIR to evolve much beyond the electron-scale as 
recently observed by the MMS spacecraft.

In this study, based on a large-scale fully kinetic simulation 
(Fig. 16 a) and its comparison with MMS observations  
(Fig.  16 b and c), it is shown for the first time that ion-scale 
VIR jets rapidly decay through self-generated turbulence 
(Fig. 16 a), leading to a mass transfer rate nearly one-order 
higher than previous expectations for the KHI.

Fig. 16: a) 3D view of mixing surfaces with electron density contours in the 
x-y planes at z=0 (=Lz) in a non-linear growth phase of the KHI (tα=6.42). 
(b, c) Virtual observation plots for the crossing of an ion-scale VIR jet (b) 
and in-situ observations by the MMS1 spacecraft for a 7s interval from 
10:29:26 UT on 8 Sep. 2015 (c) of ion density ni, ion bulk velocity along the 
jet UiL and magnetic field B. Quantitative consistencies between simulation 
and observation can be seen especially in the ion jet (enhanced UiL) with a 
density dip (marked by yellow) during the crossing of the current sheet (BL 
change).

Fig. 15: The dissipation measure (J.E’) as a function of time for three 
typical reconnection sites observed by MMS. The top, middle, and bottom 
plots show reconnection events with very high, moderate, and very low 
magnetic shear. The vertical red line indicates the time when the electron 
flow stagnation point was observed. The blue vertical line indicates the 
time when the magnetic X point was observed. The red and blue boxes 
describe the source of the current, J, that was associated with the dissipation 
measure, J.E’. 
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REMOTE OBSERVATIONS OF INTENSE 
RECONNECTION IN THE NEAR-EARTH 
MAGNETOTAIL
Although the consequences of magnetic reconnection can 
be detected in a large region in the magnetotail, the spatial 
and temporal evolution of magnetic reconnection is not 
well understood due to its localized and transient nature. 
Uncertainties in identifying the characteristics of the 
reconnection regions have significantly improved based 
on remote observations of reconnection by MMS combined 
with DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) 
observations from the low Earth orbit during a storm-time 
substorm on 23 June 2015. The energy and pitch-angle 
dependent signatures of ions and electrons from these 
spacecraft have been used to determine the location of the 
source region, i.e. the reconnection sites.

The high-resolution measurements by MMS succeeded in 
detecting for the first time the dispersion of the electrons 
together with the ions. The dispersion analysis is shown 
in Fig 17. The identified location of the reconnection was 
at 16-18 RE, which is consistent with that inferred from 
low Earth orbit MMS.  The results from detailed analysis 
from MMS indicated also that the underlying magnetotail 
magnetic reconnection process was intrinsically impulsive 
during this active X-line event.

LARGE-SCALE DISTURBANCES  
IN THE MAGNETOTAIL PRODUCED  
BY A RECONNECTION JET
Although reconnection takes place in a localized region, 
it creates fast plasma flows, which lead to large-scale 
disturbances in the near-Earth magnetotail, in particular 
during a substorm.  To study the chain of processes, it 
is essential to combine MMS observations with those of 
other spacecraft distributed in the magnetosphere.   The 
evolution of the near-Earth plasma sheet during an intense 
substorm was studied based on multi-point analysis using 
the measurements from MMS, Geotail, GOES, and Cluster, 
and comparison with an MHD model of the reconnection 
jet.  

Large-scale configuration changes in the magnetotail 
during a substorm  were observed (Fig. 18 left panel) 
when a number of spacecraft was located in the near-
Earth magnetotail (Fig. 18 upper right panel).   The spatial 
structure of the high-speed plasma flows and associated 
field-aligned current pattern were deduced.  These 
disturbances were compared with an MHD simulation 
(Fig. 18 lower right panel). It is found that the dynamics 
in the boundary region of the near-Earth plasma sheet is 
controlled both by the Earthward flow braking process 
and by the accumulated magnetic flux due to near-Earth 
reconnection evolving tailward.

Fig. 17: Energy flux of the anti-field-aligned ions (Earthwards) measured 
by (a) MMS2 and (b) MMS3 spacecraft and electrons from MMS2 (c). The 
two purple lines demonstrate the minimum and maximum slope of the 
dispersion. The estimated maximum distance and the injection times are 
labeled at the bottom end of the slopes. 

Fig. 18: Magnetic field component normal to the current sheet (BZ) from 
seven spacecraft: GOES 13, Van Allen Probe-A, GOES 14, GOES 15, MMS3, 
Geotail, Cluster 1, together with electron energy spectra from MMS1 and 
MMS3 and auroral electrojet indices (left panel); spacecraft location in 
equatorial plane (upper right panel); color-coded By disturbances around 
the reconnection jets from the MHD simulation. MMS and GOES 14-15 
observed disturbances similar to those at the location indicated by arrows 
(lower right panel).
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CATALOG OF ELECTRON VELOCITIES  
IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETOTAIL
The computation of electron velocity distribution functions 
in the Earth's magnetotail requires a very large number of 
particles in order to get a good statistical significance and 
low noise. Such distributions have recently been observed 
with the MMS mission. The comparison of the simulation 
results with the observed distributions, when flying through 
a reconnection region in the Earth's magnetosphere, will 
foster future research and understanding of reconnection 
physics. Observers need to know, where in a reconnection 
region the spacecraft have recorded the data, which cannot 
be known directly. The comparison to a catalog of predicted 
electron distribution functions allows to reconstruct 

the spacecraft trajectory through the magnetotail. In an 
effort to generate a comprehensive catalog with different 
plasma conditions, as a first step, an anti-parallel magnetic 
field case was computed. Samples of highly complex 
distributions are shown in Fig. 19. The origin of these 
highly structured distributions still needs to be explained 
better from reconnection physics.

Fig. 19: Catalog of electron velocity distributions as obtained from 2D 
particle-in-cell simulations. Each row shows a specific location in the 

magnetic reconnection region that is similar to the tail (night-side) of the 
magnetic field of Earth. The maximum probability to find an electron 
with the given velocities is colored in red, the minimum in blue. The 

background magnetic field direction is indicated with a green line.
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IWF is engaged in many missions, experiments and 
corresponding data analysis addressing solar system 
phenomena. The physics of the Sun and the solar wind, 
its interaction with solar system bodies, and various kinds 
of planetary atmosphere/surface interactions are under 
investigation.

SUN & SOLAR WIND
The Sun's electromagnetic radiation, magnetic activity, and 
the solar wind are strong drivers for various processes in 
the solar system.

SOLAR ORBITER
Solar Orbiter is a future ESA space mission to investigate 
the Sun, scheduled for launch in 2020 (Fig. 20). Flying a 
novel trajectory, with partial Sun-spacecraft corotation, the 
mission plans to investigate in-situ plasma properties of the 
near solar heliosphere and to observe the Sun's magnetized 
atmosphere and polar regions.

IWF builds the digital processing unit (DPU) for the Radio 
and Plasma Waves (RPW) instrument aboard Solar Orbiter and 
has calibrated the RPW antennas, using numerical analysis 
and anechoic chamber measurements. Furthermore, the 
institute contributes to the magnetometer.

RPW will measure the magnetic and electric fields at high 
time resolution and will determine the characteristics of 
magnetic and electrostatic waves in the solar wind from 
almost DC to 20 MHz. Besides the 5 m long antennas and 
the AC magnetic field sensors, the instrument consists 
of four analyzers: the thermal noise and high frequency 
receiver; the time domain sampler; the low frequency 
receiver; and the bias unit for the antennas. The control of 
all analyzers and the communication will be performed by 
the DPU, developed by IWF.

In 2017, the so called Main Electronics Box (MEB), containing 
both DPUs, the power supply and the four analyzers, has 
been finally integrated under the leadership of LESIA 
(Laboratoire d'Etudes Spatiales et d'Instrumentation en 
Astrophysique) and CNES (Centre National d'Etudes 
Spatiales). The environmental tests have been successfully 
completed and the instrument has been delivered to ESA 
for further integration onto the spacecraft.

SOLAR SYSTEM

Fig. 20: Artist's impression of ESA's Solar Orbiter in front of the Sun [not to scale; Copyright: Spacecraft: ESA/ATG medialab; Sun: NASA/SDO/ P. Testa (CfA)].
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SPACE WEATHER PREDICTION VERIFIED
Solar storms are formed by incredibly powerful explosions 
on the Sun and travel as clouds of plasma threaded by 
magnetic fields through the solar system. Depending on 
their propagation direction, they may impact planets such 
as Earth, where they elicit colorful aurorae or, in very 
seldom cases, can lead to power failures with potentially 
tremendous economical and societal effects, thus posing a 
serious natural hazard. 

The solar storm impact can be forecasted when using a 
special type of instrument on the STEREO mission that 
can actually image the solar storms as they propagate 
toward the planets (see Fig. 20) and even as they sweep 
over them. The analysis included two thirds of a solar cycle 
with eight years of data, and spacecraft at Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, and in the solar wind to check on the correctness of 
our predictions. This includes data from the Venus Express 
magnetic field instrument, which was built at IWF.

Forecasts of the solar storm arrival time were possible to 
within about 2.5 hours, with a spread of +/- 16 hours, and 
for one correct impact there are two to three false alarms. 
These results show that accurate space weather forecasts 
with a mission at the Sun-Earth L5 point could be possible, 
although modeling accuracy should clearly be further 
improved. Data returned by the upcoming missions Parker 
Solar Probe, Solar Orbiter and BepiColombo are expected to 
lead to groundbreaking advances in this field.

PLASMA BETA AT THE SUN
A crucial physical quantity in a star's atmosphere is the 
ratio between thermal and magnetic pressure, called 
plasma beta. With recent 3D simulation results, plasma beta 
could be estimated for the solar corona from a magneto-
hydrodynamic model of a magnetically active region with 
some surrounding quiet Sun area.

The new data show that the possible value range for beta 
is orders of magnitude larger than previously thought 
if also more quiet regions are considered, which usually 
cover about 98% of the Sun's surface. In particular, beta 
may become larger than unity in the whole corona, which 
is a surprise for magnetic field modeling.

With this fact in mind, a new mechanism for the formation 
of a penumbra, the gray surroundings of a dark sunspot, 
could be formulated. The chromosphere surrounding the 
sunspot is connected to the corona and gets loaded with 
cooling material. Due to a beta larger than unity, field lines 
can be dragged down to the surface, where a horizontal 
magnetic field allows for the characteristic features of a 
forming penumbra, like the counter-Evershed flows (see 
green arrow in Fig. 21), horizontal magnetic field, and 
hence strongly elongated granules. These features have 
been observed but had not yet been understood.

Fig. 21: Field lines above and around the sunspot (black). Cooling material 
may drag down the field because plasma beta may well be larger than 
unity (red arrows). This allows for the formation of the penumbra (gray). 
Emerging flux hinders the formation of the penumbra (blue arrows).

Fig. 20: A solar storm imaged by the STEREO mission (Copyright: NASA/
STEREO).
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MERCURY
Mercury is now in the center of attention because of the  
upcoming ESA/JAXA BepiColombo mission. The planet has 
a weak intrinsic magnetic field and a mini-magnetosphere, 
which strongly interacts with the solar wind.

BEPICOLOMBO
Two spacecraft will simultaneously explore Mercury and 
its environment: the Japanese Magnetospheric (MMO) and 
ESA's Planetary Orbiter (MPO). IWF plays a major role 
in developing the magnetometers for this mission: it is 
leading the magnetometer investigation aboard the MMO 
(MERMAG-M) and is responsible for the overall technical 
management of the MPO magnetometer (MERMAG-P). For 
MPO, IWF also leads the development of the Planetary Ion 
CAMera (PICAM), an ion mass spectrometer with imaging 
capability, which is part of the SERENA instrument suite, 
to explore the composition, structure, and dynamics of 
the exo-/ionosphere. The launch on board of an Ariane 5 
from Europe's spaceport in French Guiana is confirmed for 
October 2018.

The year 2017 saw the final environmental and detailed 
functional test campaigns for both spacecraft on ground 
including EMC testing on MPO level as well as acoustic and 
vibration testing in full flight configuration (see Fig. 22). 
Beside the support of these tests, the instrument teams at 
IWF participated in other system level testing, in particular 
in the validation of the autonomous on-board control 
procedures (OBCPs), which were checked in operational 
scenarios. In parallel, the procedures for the Near-Earth 
Commissioning Phase were brought to a mature status, 
and the detailed planning for the Venus flybys and cruise 
operations was started. The flight software and the data 
processing are continuously improved. The MPO units, 
MERMAG-P and PICAM, passed their Instrument Flight 
Acceptance Reviews, so they were formally permitted for 
the journey to Mercury.

ROTATIONAL HISTORY OF MERCURY
The rotation of Mercury is strongly coupled to its orbital 
motion around the Sun: while one year on Mercury 
approximately lasts about 88  days, one mercurial day is 
very close to 2/3 of this value. Mercury, very probably, 
was not always situated in this current 3:2 spin-orbit 
resonance. Planet formation studies usually assume that 
planets form at much higher rotation rates. Over time 
dissipative effects like tidal friction slow down the rotation 
to allow temporary coupling between the orbit and the 
spin periods. The process stops when the 1:1 spin-orbit 
resonance is reached, i.e. if the lengths of the planetary 
"days" and "years" coincide.

While the phenomenon of the coupling between the spin 
and orbit periods of celestial bodies is well understood, the 
consequence of the internal gravity field and the coupling 
on the orientation of their rotation axes in space requires 
further investigations. The strong influence of the presence 
of a p:q spin-orbit resonance on its spin axis was shown (Fig. 
23), and present physical theories were extended to include 
this effect. The BepiColombo mission will allow to scrutinize 
scientific theories about the origin and evolution of planet 
Mercury including its orbital and rotational history. A 
large amount of extra-solar planets are found very close 
to their host star. Subsequently, the same physics related 
to the spin-orbit coupling applies, and Mercury therefore 
serves as the best candidate to test new scientific findings 
before applying them to more distant objects that cannot be 
reached by space missions in the near future.

Fig. 22: Examining the BepiColombo stack in ESA's test center.  
The people give a sense of the scale of the full spacecraft stack, which is 
more than 6  m high (Copyright: ESA–C. Carreau, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO).

Fig. 23: Variations of the orientation of the spin-axis (ordinate) versus 
equatorial mass asymmetry (abscissa) for different p:q spin-orbit resonances.
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VENUS & MARS
Two terrestrial planets are located just inside, Venus at  
0.7 AU, and outside, Mars at 1.5 AU, the Earth's orbit 
around the Sun. Venus has a radius slightly smaller than 
Earth and is differentiated, but does not exhibit an internal  
magnetic field. Mars has half the radius of the Earth, is 
also differentiated, but only exhibits remnant surface 
magnetization of a now defunct internal dynamo. Venus 
is characterized by a very dense, Mars by a very tenuous 
atmosphere. Both planets generate a so-called induced 
magnetosphere by their interaction with the solar wind.

INSIGHT
NASA's Mars mission InSight will launch in May 2018. 
IWF is participating in HP³ (Heat flow and Physical Properties  
Probe), which consists of a cylindrical body with a built-
in hammering mechanism to drive the probe at least 3 m 
into the ground. It will measure the interior heat flux of 
Mars as well as the thermal and mechanical properties 
of the Martian soil. In order to describe and predict the 
penetration performance of HP³, two numerical tools were 
developed and tested at IWF: a pile driving model able to 
predict the overall behavior of the mole during penetration 
and a numerical model (Fig. 24), allowing to predict the 
response of the granular medium surrounding the mole 
and its stress behavior. These models have been validated 
by comparison with soil-mechanical tests in the lab.

EXOMARS
Several mechanisms devoted to retrieval and transportation 
of drill cores have been tested under Mars environmental 
conditions at IWF, among them the milling-and-crushing 
as well as the dosing device responsible for feeding  various 
soil analysis instruments  aboard ESA's  ExoMars rover. In 
particular, possible cementation of soil samples under the 
influence of condensing water vapor was investigated.

CHINESE MARS MISSION
China plans a Mars orbiter, lander, and rover mission 
to be launched in 2020. The main mission will conduct a 
comprehensive remote sensing of the Red Planet, as 
well as surface investigation. IWF will contribute to a 
magnetometer.

ESCAPE AND FRACTIONATION OF 
NOBLE GASES FROM EARLY VENUS
Different early evolution scenarios for Venus have been 
investigated and realistic cases, by comparing modeled 
noble gas isotope ratios with present observations in 
Venus' atmosphere, were used as constraints. Isotope 
ratios of 20Ne/22Ne and 36Ar/38Ar could be reproduced (see 
Fig. 25), starting from solar values, under hydrodynamic 
escape conditions. Solutions for different solar EUV 
histories were found, as well as assumptions about the 
initial atmosphere, either a pure steam atmosphere (i.e., 
H2O, CO2) or a mixture with accreted hydrogen (H2-
dominated) from the protoplanetary nebula. The results 
generally favor an early accretion scenario with a small 
amount of residual H2 from the protoplanetary nebula and 
a low-activity Sun, because in other cases too much CO2 
is lost during evolution, which is inconsistent with Venus' 
present atmosphere. Important issues are likely the time 
at which the initial steam atmosphere is outgassed and/or 
the amount of CO2 which may still be delivered at later 
evolutionary stages. A late accretion scenario can only 
reproduce present isotope ratios for a highly active young 
Sun, but then unrealistically massive steam atmospheres 
(few kbar) would be required.

Fig. 25: Model results for a weakly active young Sun (slow rotator) of a case 
in which the atmospheric 20Ne/22Ne and 36Ar/38Ar isotope ratios of Venus can 
be reproduced after about 150 Myr of evolution from initially solar ratios. 
The dashed lines show the uncertainties of the present measurements (black 
line) in Venus' atmosphere.

Fig. 24: InSight spacecraft after landing on Mars with the main instruments 
in deployed configuration (top) and a comparison of a soil-mechanical lab 
test with the result of our numerical particle interaction code (bottom).
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ASYMMETRIES IN THE 
MAGNETOSHEATH FIELD DRAPING ON 
VENUS' NIGHTSIDE
Draping features of the interplanetary magnetic field 
around nonmagnetic bodies have been studied in detail in 
numerical simulations and also from observations. Existing 
analytical and numerical work show a kink in the draped 
field lines in the near magnetosheath on the quasi-parallel 
side of the bow shock.

Data from the Venus Express mission (2006–2014) are 
analyzed for differences in the draping pattern between 
the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular side of the bow 
shock. From these magnetometer data, the kink in the field 
lines occurring only on the quasi-parallel side is clearly 
identified from the change of sign in the field component 
parallel to the solar wind velocity, as shown in Fig. 26.

ATMOSPHERIC ESCAPE FROM MARS
With a Monte Carlo model the escape of energetic (hot) O 
and C atoms from the Martian atmosphere was investigated 
during its history corresponding to 1, 3, 10, and 20 times 
the present solar EUV flux. The increase of the production 
rates due to higher number densities resulting from the 
higher EUV flux competes against the expansion of the 
thermosphere and corresponding increase in collisions. The 
escape due to photodissociation increases with increasing 
EUV levels. For the escape via some other reactions, e.g., 
dissociative recombination of O₂⁺, this is only true until the 
EUV level reaches 10 times the present EUV flux and then 
the rates start to decrease.

Furthermore, the results show that Mars could not have 
had a dense atmosphere at the end of the Noachian epoch 
(see Fig. 27), since such an atmosphere would not have 
been able to escape until today. In the pre-Noachian era, 
most of the magma ocean and volcanic activity-related 
outgassed CO₂ atmosphere could have been lost thermally 
until about 4 Gyr ago, when nonthermal loss processes 
such as suprathermal atom escape became dominant.

Fig. 27: Catastrophic outgassing of an initial steam atmosphere, related to 
a magma ocean, may have occurred after proto-Mars finished its formation 
within the first 10 Myr after the origin of the Sun. The surface pressure 
evolution resulting from thermal and hot (i.e., C, O) CO₂ escape of an 
initially outgassed CO₂ atmosphere between 13 and 14 bar are shown, if 
the young Sun was assumed to be a slow rotator. In the beginning of Mars's 
atmospheric evolution, thermal escape is much higher than hot atom loss. 
Only initial CO₂ atmospheres with surface pressures <14 bar, most likely 
reproduce the present CO₂ surface pressure level of about 7 mbar, if one 
assumes that the subsurface contains only negligible amounts of carbonates. 

Fig. 26: Cases per bin with change in sign of Bx, in % of observed cases, Xsc 
in [-3.2, -1.2]. Representation as seen from the Sun, in VBE reference frame. 
The solid circle indicates Venus, the dashed circle the model bow shock at 
terminator. Top: For inward IMF, θ < 90° and BxSW > 0; the initially positive 
BxSW value is changed to negative values on the right-hand side of the MS, 
which here is MSpar. Bottom: For outward IMF, θ > 90° and BxSW < 0; the 
initially negative BxSW value changes to positive values on the left-hand 
side, which here is MSpar.
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JUPITER & SATURN
Jupiter and Saturn, the two largest planets in our solar 
system, mainly consist of hydrogen and helium. They also 
have layers in their atmospheres with clouds consisting of 
ammonia, ammonium hydrosulfide and water, in which 
weather phenomena occur. Both planets are magnetized 
and rotate rapidly, leading to rotationally dominated 
magnetospheres, where strong sources of radio emissions 
are located.

JUNO
The main scientific goal of NASA's Juno spacecraft, 
launched in 2011, is to measure Jupiter's composition, 
gravity, and magnetic field, and to investigate its polar 
magnetosphere. IWF has calibrated the antenna system of 
the Juno Waves instrument.

JUICE
ESA's first Large-class mission JUpiter ICy moons Explorer 
(JUICE) is planned to be launched in 2022 and to arrive at 
Jupiter in 2030. JUICE will spend at least three years making 
detailed observations of the gas giant Jupiter and three of 
its largest moons, Ganymede, Callisto, and Europa. IWF is 
taking part as Co-I for three different selected instrument 
packages.

The Jupiter MAGnetometer (J-MAG) is led by Imperial 
College London and will measure the magnetic field 
vector and magnitude in the bandwidth DC to 64 Hz in the 
spacecraft vicinity.  It is a conventional dual sensor fluxgate 
configuration combined with an absolute scalar sensor 
based on more recently developed technology. Science 
outcome from J-MAG will contribute to a much better 
understanding of the formation of the Galilean satellites, 
an improved characterization of their oceans and interiors, 
and will provide deep insight into the behavior of rapidly 
rotating magnetized bodies. IWF supplies the atomic scalar 
sensor for J-MAG, which is developed in collaboration with 
TU Graz. In 2017, the Engineering Model was developed 
and the Critical Design Review was passed.

The Particle Environment Package (PEP) is a plasma package 
with sensors to characterize the plasma environment of 
the Jovian system and the composition of the exospheres 
of Callisto, Ganymede and Europa. IWF participates in 
the PEP consortium on Co-I basis in the scientific studies 
related to the plasma interaction and exosphere formation 
of the Jovian satellites.

Finally, IWF is responsible for the antenna calibration of 
the Radio and Plasma Wave Investigation (RPWI) instrument. 
In 2017, a genetic algorithm was used in numerical 
simulations to find the antenna orientation with the best 
reception properties. As a result, the orientation of the 
radio antenna triad (three orthogonal antennas on the 
magnetometer boom) has now been fixed.

CASSINI
In 2017, the Cassini mission was in its final year. From 
November 2016 until April 2017 the spacecraft made ring-
grazing orbits with periapsis passes close to the F-ring and 
apoapsis passes around Titan's orbit. A slight gravitational 
nudge by Titan on 22 April (last close Titan flyby) was used 
to change the periapsis to the unexplored region between 
Saturn's upper atmosphere and its innermost D-ring. 
Cassini performed 22 of these so-called proximal orbits 
during the following five months. Finally, on 15 September 
the spacecraft entered Saturn's atmosphere (see Fig. 28) 
and burned up and disintegrated like a meteor.

During its 20 years in space (7 year cruise plus 13 years 
in 294 orbits around Saturn) Cassini has delivered 635 GB 
of science data, which to date have been investigated in 
almost 4000 scientific publications. More than 50 of them 
include scientists from IWF which participated in the 
team of the Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) 
instrument.

Fig. 28: This artist's concept shows an over-the-shoulder view of Cassini 
making one of its Grand Finale dives over Saturn (Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech).
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LIGHTNING ACTIVITY ON SATURN
The radio emissions from lightning have been monitored 
by the Cassini RPWS instrument from 2004 until 2017. 
Fig.  29 shows that Saturn lightning storms can last from 
a few days up to several months and that there were also 
long time intervals with no lightning activity. The latter 
was the case for the last four years of the mission, and the 
absence of lightning storms after October 2013 could be 
explained by a kind of convective inhibition state of the 
atmosphere after the large thunderstorm of 2010/2011, 
which was called the Great White Spot (GWS).

Besides sferics at high frequencies in the MHz-range, 
lightning is known to emit whistler waves at very low 
frequencies which propagate along magnetic field lines 
from the source to the observer. The scarcity of whistler 
observations by Cassini (only one reported event in the 
literature) can be explained by Cassini's trajectory, since the 
stormy regions at latitudes around 35° North and South are 
connected to low magnetic L-shells which were traversed 
by Cassini only during orbit insertion and the proximal 
orbits of 2017. However, an intense search for lightning 
whistlers led to the detection of only three tentative events 
during the proximal orbits. This is probably due to the 
absence of lightning storms in 2017 as shown in Fig. 29.

RADIO PROPAGATION:  
JUPITER VS. HOT JUPITERS
A study of the plasma conditions in the atmospheres of 
the Hot Jupiters HD 209458b and HD 189733b and for 
an HD 209458b-like planet at orbits between 0.2-1 AU 
around Sun-like stars was performed. It was found that 
the environmental conditions are such that the cyclotron 
maser instability (CMI), the process responsible for the 
generation of radio waves at Jupiter, most likely will not 
operate at hot Jupiters. 

Hydrodynamically expanding atmospheres possess 
extended ionospheres, which fill-up the whole 
magnetosphere. This makes the magnetospheric plasma 
density so large that the plasma frequency is much higher 
than the cyclotron frequency (see Fig. 30).  This prohibits 
the production of radio emission through CMI and also 
prevents the escape of radio waves. The structure of the 
upper atmosphere of gas giants around stars similar 
to the Sun changes between 0.2 and 0.5 AU from the 
hydrodynamic to a hydrostatic regime.  This results in 
conditions similar to Jupiter, with a region of depleted 
plasma between the exobase and the magnetopause where 
the plasma frequency can be lower than the cyclotron 
frequency. In such an environment, highly energetic 
electrons, accelerated along the field lines towards the 
planet, can produce radio emission. However, even if 
the CMI could operate the extended ionospheres of Hot 
Jupiters are too dense to let the radio emission escape from 
the planets.

Fig. 29: Lightning flash rate measured by Cassini RPWS as a function of time 
(years from 2004 to 2017). The latitudes of the thunderstorms on Saturn are 
also denoted in the figure.

Fig. 30: Plasma frequency (solid blue line) and cyclotron frequency (dashed 
blue line) for HD 209458b for an equatorial surface magnetic field of 10-5 T 
as function of distance starting from the planetary transit radius along 
the equator. Solid and dashed green lines show the plasma and cyclotron 
frequency for Jupiter.
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COMETS & DUST
Comets and interplanetary dust are the remainders of the 
building blocks of the solar system, although dust can also 
be created by collisions of e.g. asteroids. Rosetta’s successful 
mission at comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P/CG) 
gave new life to the study of comets and is the starting 
point for new future missions to asteroids and comets.

ROSETTA
The outstandingly successful Rosetta mission carried 
out the most sophisticated investigation of a comet to 
date. Between August 2014 and September 2016, eleven 
instruments analyzed comet 67P/CG, five of which with 
participation of IWF. The institute was Co-I for the Rosetta 
Plasma Consortium (RPC), the Rosetta Lander Magnetometer 
and Plasma Monitor (ROMAP), the Multi-Purpose Sensor 
(MUPUS), and the Cometary Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer 
(COSIMA). Furthermore, IWF held the PI-ship for the Micro-
Imaging  Dust  Analysis  System (MIDAS), an especially 
developed prototype instrument dedicated to the first ever 
analysis of most pristine cometary dust at the micro- to 
nanometer scale.  

MIDAS was the first spaceborne atomic force microscope 
(AFM) and the only one to collect, handle and analyze 
cometary dust particles. Their shapes and spread on 
the targets indicate different degrees of alteration on 
collection that are similar to those found by Rosetta's other 
dust analysis instruments. The collected particles were 
investigated by AFM, i.e. sampling their surfaces with a 
very sharp tip. The main outcome is the 3D topography 
that allows to access the surface structure of nearly pristine 
cometary dust. MIDAS data revealed that cometary 
dust particles at the nm to μm scale are all hierarchical 
agglomerates, independent of size or collection time. 
Larger, about 10 μm sized particles disintegrate into their 
next smaller constituents upon investigation, which is a 
proof of their agglomerate nature and a sign for higher 
particle strengths at smaller scales. Detailed analyses of 
subunit strength and sizes are currently ongoing. Pristine 
structural diversity of cometary dust is found in the 
arrangement of the agglomerates: Whilst most of them are 
composed of subunits packed densely enough to prevent 
transparency (Fig. 31), a minority shows a low packing 
density that can be characterized by a fractal dimension 
of <2. The survival of those fragile particles has strong 
implications for the cometary formation and evolution. 

CURRENT SHEETS IN 67P/CG'S COMA
The Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC) data were used to 
investigate the presence of current sheets in the coma 
of comet 67P/CG. The interaction of the interplanetary 
magnetic field (IMF) transported by the solar wind toward 
the outgassing comet consists amongst others of mass 
loading and field line draping near the nucleus. The draped 
field lines lead to so-called nested draping because of the 
constantly changing direction of the IMF.

It is shown that the draping pattern is strongly variable 
over the period of one month. Nested draping results in 
neighboring regions with oppositely directed magnetic 
fields, which are separated by current sheets. There 
are strong rotations of the magnetic field (Fig. 32) with 
associated current sheets that have strengths from several 
tens up to hundreds of nA/m². Only for June 2015 (panel C) 
do the data show "classical" large scale, nested draping. For 
May (A) and July (B) the changes in field direction happen 
about every hour (inset Bb).

Fig. 32: Hedgehog plots of the magnetic field for three subsequent flybys. 
The XY plane for 1–8 May (A) and 24–31 July 2015 (B). The XY (C) and YZ 
(D) plane for 2–9 June. For (A), (B), and (C) the blue vectors show anti-sun-
ward pointing magnetic field and the red vectors show sunward pointing 
magnetic field. For (D) the cyan vectors show downward pointing magnetic 
field and the magenta vectors show upward pointing magnetic field. 

Fig. 31: 3D view with overlaid color scale of a typical 
dust particle collected 
and imaged  
by MIDAS.
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The field of exoplanet research (i.e. investigation of planets 
orbiting stars other than the Sun) has developed strongly, 
in the past decade. Since the discovery of 51 Peg b, the first 
detected exoplanet orbiting a Sun-like star, about 3700 
exoplanets, most of which in planetary systems, are now 
known. Improved instrumentation and analysis techniques 
have led to the finding of smaller and lighter planets, 
down to Earth-size, Earth-mass planets, some of which 
orbiting in the habitable zone of the cooler stars. However, 
super-Earths are now prime targets for atmospheric 
characterization, mostly because of their larger radii, 
which indicate the presence of a volatile-rich atmosphere 
and facilitate observations and analyses.

The two main exoplanet missions in which IWF is involved 
are CHEOPS and PLATO. The former will precisely measure 
the radii of already known planets to greatly improve their 
inferred density and hence provide a first characterization. 
The latter will instead look for planets in large portions of 
the sky, with the primary aim to find Earth-like planets in 
the habitable zone of Sun-like stars.

IWF concentrates on the study and characterization of 
planetary atmospheres using both theory and observations, 
focusing particularly on the analysis of exoplanet 
atmospheric escape and mass loss processes. Further  
research is conducted to study star-planet interactions 
and carry out atmospheric characterization through 
the collection and analysis of ground- and space-based 
observations.

CHEOPS
CHEOPS (CHaracterising ExOPlanet Satellite), to be 
launched in 2018, will study extrasolar planets and observe 
planetary systems at an unprecedented photometric 
precision. The main science goals are to find transits of 
small planets, known to exist from radial-velocity surveys, 
measure precise radii for a large sample of planets to 
study the nature of Neptune- to Earth-sized planets, and 
obtain precise observations of transiting giant planets to 
study their atmospheric properties. IWF is responsible for 
the Back-End-Electronics (BEE), one of the two on-board 
computers, which controls the data flow and the thermal 
stability of the telescope structure.

In 2017, the Flight Model was manufactured and assembled. 
In cooperation with RUAG Space Austria and the test 
center at ESTEC the environmental tests at BEE level were 
completed successfully. Finally the unit was delivered to 
Bern for the mechanical and electrical integration with the 
CHEOPS optical system (Fig. 33).

PLATO
PLATO (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) is ESA's 
third Medium-class mission, led by DLR. Its objective is 
to find and study a large number of extrasolar planetary 
systems, with emphasis on the properties of terrestrial 
planets in the habitable zone around solar-like stars. PLATO 
has also been designed to investigate seismic activity in 
stars, enabling the precise characterization of the host star, 
including its age. IWF contributes to the development of 
the Instrument Controller Unit (ICU) with the development 
of the Router and Data Compression Unit (RDCU). Launch is 
expected in 2026.

PLATO consists of 24 telescopes for nominal and two 
telescopes for fast observations. Each telescope has its 
dedicated front-end-electronics, reading and digitizing the 
CCD content. Six nominal and two fast DPUs collect the 
data from the front-end-electronics and extract the areas of 
interest. The RDCU is a key element in the data processing 
chain, providing the communication between the DPUs 
and the ICU. The second task of the RDCU is the lossless 
compression of the science data. For performance reasons, 
the compression algorithm is implemented in an FPGA. 

Main tasks in 2017 were the development of the RDCU 
prototype and the design of the VHDL code for the FPGA. 
The electronics design and the layout for the prototype 
was completed and the PCBs were ordered. The FPGA 
design concentrates on a core for the SpaceWire standard 
supporting both protocols packet mode and so called 
RMAP (remote memory access protocol) up to 100 Mbps 
data rate. These designs were completed and validated.

EXOPLANETARY SYSTEMS

Fig. 33: The CHEOPS team at the University of Bern assembles the 
instrument flight model in the clean room (Copyright: PlanetS).
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CUTE
CUTE (Colorado Ultraviolet Transit Experiment) is a 
NASA-funded 6U-form CubeSat to be launched in the 
first half of 2020 (Fig. 34). It will perform low-resolution 
transmission spectroscopy of transiting extrasolar planets 
at near-ultraviolet wavelengths. CUTE will study the upper 
atmospheres of short period extrasolar planets.  The aim  is 
to constrain atmospheric escape processes, which are key 
to understanding planetary evolution, and to detect heavy 
metals, which inform on the strengths of the atmospheric 
vertical velocities. Furthermore, CUTE’s continuous 
temporal coverage of planetary transits will allow to detect 
transit asymmetries, which are possibly connected with the 
presence of planetary magnetic fields. 

IWF is the only technological contributor to the mission 
outside of the University of Colorado (Boulder), where 
CUTE is being developed. IWF has started the development 
of the CUTE data simulator, following a detailed analysis 
of the optical system and tolerances, which has been 
completed.

OTHER TELESCOPES
Members of the institute obtained 20 orbits with the STIS 
spectrograph of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to perform 
far- and near-ultraviolet transmission spectroscopy of the 
HD3167c mini-Neptune (5 HST orbits) and HD189733b hot-
Jupiter (15 HST orbits), respectively. Further eight nights 
of observations were obtained with the FORS2 instrument 
at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) at the Paranal site of the 
European Southern Observatory (ESO), in Chile. The 
majority of these spectroscopic observations, conducted 
during planetary transits, will be used to study the physical 
properties of the atmosphere of five close-in giant planets. 
A small part of the observations will be used to derive the 
orbital properties of a binary system composed of a late-
type star and a neutron star, where the latter is the remnant 
of an historical Ca-rich supernova.

OVERABUNDANCE OF LOW-DENSITY 
NEPTUNE-LIKE PLANETS
The last years have seen an increasing number of detections 
of close-in, low-density planets. The existence, formation, 
and evolution of such planets are difficult to understand: 
their atmospheres should be characterized by very strong 
escape. It has been shown that planets for which Λ (the value 
of the Jeans escape parameter calculated at the observed 
planetary radius and mass, for the planet's equilibrium 
temperature, and considering atomic hydrogen) is smaller 
than 15-35 lie in the "boil-off" regime. This means that they 
experience extremely strong Jeans escape, which is driven 
by the atmospheric thermal energy and low planetary 
gravity.

To date 167 close-in, Neptune-like planets, for which both 
planetary radius and mass (mostly from transit timing 
variations) have been measured, are known. Upper 
atmosphere modeling of these planets shows that 25 of 
them (about 15%) are simultaneously consistent with the 
presence of H-dominated atmospheres and extremely high 
escape rates (Fig. 35). This constitutes a contradiction, 
since the hydrogen envelopes cannot be retained given the 
high mass loss rates. Instead, either hydrodynamic models 
overestimate the mass loss rates, transit timing variation 
measurements underestimate the planetary masses, optical 
transit observations overestimate the planetary radii (e.g., 
high-altitude clouds), or Neptunes have consistently higher 
albedo than Jupiter planets.

Fig. 35: Top: Ratio between the hydrodynamic and energy-limited mass loss 
rates vs. the Jeans escape parameter Λ. The color scale denotes the planetary 
mass. The gray area marks the region with dominant extreme thermal mass 
loss rate. The labeled triangle denotes the mass loss value for the extreme 
case of Kepler-33c. Bottom: Hydrodynamic mass loss rate vs. Λ.

Fig. 34: Artist's impression of CUTE above the Earth (Credit: University of 
Colorado, Boulder).
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ISM ABSORPTION EFFECT ON STELLAR 
ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
Past ultraviolet and optical observations of stars hosting 
close-in Jupiter-mass planets have shown that some of 
these stars present an anomalously low chromospheric 
activity level. For the planet host WASP-13, observations 
have indicated that the anomaly is caused by absorption 
from the intervening interstellar medium (ISM). Synthetic 
stellar photospheric spectra were combined with varying 
amounts of chromospheric emission and ISM absorption. 
The effect of ISM absorption on CaII line core activity 
measurements by varying several instrumental (spectral 
resolution), stellar (projected rotational velocity, effective 
temperature, and CaII chromospheric emission flux), and 
ISM parameters (relative velocity between stellar and 
ISM lines, broadening b-parameter, and CaII ISM column 
density) have been studied in detail.

For relative velocities between stellar and ISM lines smaller 
than 30-40 km/s and for ISM CaII column densities larger 
than 1012, the ISM absorption has a significant influence 
on activity measurements (Fig. 36). Direct measurements 
and three dimensional maps of the Galactic ISM absorption 
indicate that an ISM CaII column density of 1012 is typically 
reached by a distance of 100 pc along most sight lines. In 
particular, for a Sun-like star lying at a distance of 100 pc, 
the bias in the measured activity parameter is expected 
to be of about the same size as the typical measurement 
uncertainties. Correcting for the ISM absorption bias may 
allow one to identify the origin of the anomaly in the 
activity measured for some planet-hosting stars.

STRONG Na/K ABSORPTION IN THE 
WASP-103B TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM
Transmission spectroscopy has become a prominent tool 
for characterizing the atmospheric properties of close-in 
transiting extrasolar planets. It is sensitive to the absorption 
features imprinted by the planetary atmosphere on the 
stellar light that passes through it during transit. In this 
configuration the planetary day-night terminator region is 
probed. WASP-103b is one of the hottest (2500 K) and most 
massive (1.5 Jupiter masses) planets so far studied with 
transmission spectroscopy. Furthermore, the planet orbits 
its host star at a separation of less than 1.2 times the Roche 
limit and is predicted to be strongly tidally distorted.

Three transits of WASP-103b have been observed with the 
GMOS-North spectrograph installed at the Gemini North 
telescope in Hawaii to look for the signature of Na, K, and 
H₂O in the planetary atmosphere. The data were analyzed 
making use of the "common noise model" approach, which 
allows to significantly reduce systematic noise. The three 
individual transmission spectra agree well among each 
other and reveal the presence of strong absorption features 
of both Na and K (Fig. 37). The lack of a strong scattering 
slope suggests also the presence of either a clear atmosphere 
or of a cloud deck at pressures higher than 10 mbar, below 
the region probed by the observations. These observations 
corroborate tentative trends between cloud occurrence and 
planetary properties, in particular the absence of observable 
clouds for highly-irradiated planets.

Fig. 36: Color-coded difference between the activity parameter measured 
without ISM absorption and that obtained after adding varying amounts 
of ISM absorption (y-axis) as a function of the relative velocity between 
stellar and ISM lines. The total applied CaII chromospheric emission is  
100 erg cm-2 s-1.  

Fig. 37: Transmission spectrum of WASP-103b as observed with GMOS-
North. Measurements obtained with 10 and 20 nm wide bins are shown as 
brown filled circles and black squares, respectively. Measurements in 2 nm 
wide bins centered on the Na feature as well as on both components of the K 
feature are shown in magenta. The best fitting model transmission spectrum 
is shown by the green line.
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STELLAR ROTATION VARIABILITY  
AND STARSPOT DIAGNOSTICS
The evolution of starspot activity patterns is controlled 
by a hitherto unresolved mixture of drivers from near-
subsurface small-scale plasma flows up to giant turbulence 
deep inside the star. Manifestations of the related 
mechanisms were separated using the difference in stability 
of the starspot distributions on global and hemispherical 
scales in 1998 main sequence stars observed by the Kepler 
mission. Two main mechanisms were revealed: 1) the 
diffusive decay of long-living spots in activity complexes 
of stars with saturated magnetic dynamos, and 2) the spot 
emergence, which is modulated by gigantic turbulent flow 
in the convection zones of stars with a weaker magnetism. 
Subdiffusion in stellar photospheres was also revealed 
from these observations for the first time. These results 
open a way for investigation of stellar surface flows as 
well as deep convection, which is yet inaccessible through 
asteroseismology. A diagnostic diagram was developed, 
that allows the differentiation and selection of stars for 
future studies of starspot phenomenology, magnetic 
diffusion and deep mixing.

INDUCTION HEATING & MAGMA OCEAN 
FORMATION ON TRAPPIST-1'S PLANETS
M-type stars often host detectable rocky planets.  Seven 
small planets were discovered in the M star system 
TRAPPIST-1, which has an observed magnetic field of 
600 G. Electromagnetic induction heating (IH) as an energy 
source inside these planets was proposed for the first time. 
If the stellar rotation and magnetic dipole axes are inclined 
to each other, IH can melt the upper mantle and increase 
volcanic activity, and develop magma oceans below the 
surface (Fig. 38). This process has important implications 
for habitability. 

LYMAN-ALPHA ABSORPTION  
AT TRANSITS OF HD209458B
To shed more light on the nature of the observed Ly-α 
absorption during transits of HD209458b and to quantify 
the major mechanisms responsible for the production of 
fast hydrogen atoms (so-called ENAs) around the planet, a 
2D hydrodynamic multi-fluid modelling of the expanding 
planetary upper atmosphere has been performed, driven 
by the stellar XUV and its interaction with the stellar 
wind. The model self-consistently describes the escaping 
planetary wind and the generation of ENAs due to particle 
acceleration by radiation pressure and by charge-exchange 
between the stellar wind protons and planetary atoms.

The calculations in a wide range of stellar wind parameters 
and XUV flux values showed that under typical Sun-like 
star conditions the amount of generated ENAs is too small, 
and the observed absorption at the level of 6-8% can be 
attributed only to non-resonant natural line broadening. 
For lower XUV fluxes, e.g., during activity minima, the 
number of planetary atoms that survive photo-ionization  
and are the source  of ENAs, increases resulting in up to 10-
15% absorption at the blue wing of the Ly-α line, caused by 
the resonant thermal line broadening (Fig. 39). It has been 
found, that radiation pressure has a negligible contribution 
to the production of ENAs and the corresponding 
absorption. 

Fig. 38: Different parameters such as initial thermal boundary layer 
thickness, viscosity pre-factor, surface temperature, and initial mantle 
temperature are studied. The yellow–red color coding refers to the cases 
where a magma ocean appears. Thick lines indicate cases where a magma 
ocean  forms when induction heating is considered, but is absent without. 
The blue color scale shows the log increase in total outgassed CO₂ in bar 
with respect to an evolution without induction heating after 5 Gyr of 
thermal evolution for cases in which no magma ocean appears.

Fig. 39: The absorption profile of Ly-α line (thick solid line) under the 
typical conditions by HD209458b and slow stellar wind. A decomposition 
of the total absorption onto the resonant thermal (black dotted) and non-
resonant natural line broadening (black dashed) parts is shown. Gray dotted  
and gray solid lines represent the contribution to the absorption of ENAs 
and planetary atomic hydrogen, respectively.
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Instruments aboard spacecraft are exposed to harsh 
environments, e.g., vacuum, large temperature ranges, 
radiation, and high mechanical loads during launch. 
Furthermore, these instruments are expected to be highly 
reliable, providing full functionality over the entire mission 
time, which could last for more than a decade.

IWF owns several test facilities and special infrastructure 
for the production of flight hardware. A high-performance 
computer helps the scientists to cope with the enormous 
data, which have to be analyzed for space missions.

VACUUM CHAMBERS
The Small Vacuum Chamber is a manually controlled, 
cylindrical vacuum chamber (160 mm diameter, 300 mm 
length) for small electronic components or printed circuit 
boards. It features a turbo molecular pump and a rotary 
dry scroll forepump. A pressure level of 10-10 mbar can be 
achieved.

The Medium Vacuum Chamber has a cylindrical stainless 
steel body with the overall length of 850 mm and a diameter 
of 700 mm. A dry scroll forepump and a turbo molecular 
pump provide a pressure level of about 10-7 mbar. A target 
manipulator with two axes and an ion beam source are 
installed. This chamber mainly serves for functional tests 
of the ion mass spectrometer for BepiColombo.

The Large Vacuum Chamber has a horizontal cylindrical 
stainless steel body and door, a vision panel, two turbo 
molecular pumps and a dry scroll forepump. A pressure of 
10-7 mbar can be achieved. The cylinder has a diameter of  
650 mm and a length of 1650 mm. During shutdown the 
chamber is vented with nitrogen. A target manipulator 
inside the chamber allows for computer-controlled 
rotation of the target around three mutually independent 
perpendicular axes. The vacuum chamber is enclosed by 
a permalloy layer for magnetic shielding. To enable the 
baking of structures and components (to outgas volatile 
products and unwanted contaminations), the chamber is 
equipped with a heater around the circumference.

The Thermal Vacuum Chamber is fitted with two turbo 
molecular pumps, a dry scroll forepump, and an ion getter 
pump, which together achieve a pressure level of 10-6 mbar 
and allow quick change of components or devices to be 
tested. A thermal plate installed in the chamber and liquid 
nitrogen are used for thermal cycling in a temperature 
range between -90 °C and +140 °C. The vertically oriented 
cylindrical chamber allows a maximum experiment 
diameter of 410 mm and a maximum height of 320 mm.

The Surface Laboratory Chamber is dedicated to surface 
science research. It has a diameter of 400 mm and a height 
of 400 mm, extendable up to 1200 mm. One rotary vane 
pump and one turbo-molecular pump achieve a minimum 
pressure of 10-5 mbar. With an external thermostat the 
chamber temperature can optionally be controlled between 
-90 °C and +50 °C.

The Sample Chamber contains an 8µ particle filter and allows 
measurements of grain sample electrical permittivity. 
One rotary vane pump achieves a minimum pressure of  
10-3 mbar.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTER
Currently, the high-performance computing system LEO 
comprises 1320 CPU cores with a total of 8.25 TB of main 
memory (RAM), 72 TB of high-throughput SSD space 
for massive-parallel input/output, a storage server with 
about 300 TB raw capacity with different backup levels, 
one tape archive for long-time backup and storage, as well 
as an 54 Gbit/s Infiniband network switch connecting all 
main components with a nanosecond-latency network 
connection.

The LEO cluster completed its 10000th computing job, 
where each of these jobs requested a minimum of one 
compute node consisting of 40 CPU cores and 256 GB RAM. 
The range of applications available on the LEO cluster has 
recently been extended with ANSYS, a commercial software 
product used for structure mechanics, thermodynamics, 
fluid dynamics, and electro-magnetism.

OTHER TEST FACILITIES
The Temperature Test Chamber allows verifying the resistance 
of electronic components and circuits to most temperatures 
that occur under natural conditions, i.e., -40 °C to +180 °C. 
The chamber has a test space of 190 l and is equipped with 
a 32-bit control and communication system.

The second Temperature Test Chamber is used for fast cycling 
electronic components and circuit. The temperature range 
is -70 °C to +180 °C. The chamber has a test space of 37 l 
and is equipped with similar interfaces for communication.

The Penetrometry Test Stand is designed to measure 
mechanical soil properties, like bearing strength. The UV 
exposure facility is capable to produce radiation between 
200-400 nm (UV-A, UV-B, UV-C).

INFRASTRUCTURE
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MAGNETOMETER CALIBRATION
A three-layer magnetic shielding made from mu-metal 
is used for all basic magnetometer performance and 
calibration tests. The remaining DC field in the shielded 
volume is <10 nT and the remaining field noise is <2 pT/√Hz 
at 1 Hz. A special Helmholtz coil system allows generating 
field vectors of up to ±30000 nT around the sensor under 
test.

The Magnetometer Temperature Test Facility is used to test 
magnetic field sensors between -170 °C and +220 °C in a 
low field and low noise environment. Liquid nitrogen is 
the base substance for the regulation, which is accurate to 
±0.1 °C. A magnetic field of up to ±100000 nT can be applied 
to the sensor during the test cycles.

FLIGHT HARDWARE PRODUCTION
Flight hardware is assembled and tested in the institute's 
Clean Room (Fig. 40), which is a class 10000 (according to U.S. 
Federal Standard 209e) certified laboratory with a total area  
of 30 m2. It accommodates up to six engineers.

The laminar flow Clean Bench has its own filtered air 
supply. It provides product protection by ensuring that the 
work piece in the bench is exposed only to HEPA-filtered 
air (HEPA = High Efficiency Particulate Air). The internal 
dimensions are 118 x 60 x 56 cm3.

The Vapor Phase Soldering Machine is suitable for 
mid size volume production. The maximum board 
size is 340 x 300 x 80 mm3. Vapor phase soldering is 
currently the most flexible, simplest and most reliable 
method of soldering. It is ideally suited for all types 
of surface mounted device (SMD) components and 
base materials. It allows processing of all components  
without the need of any complicated calculations or having 
to maintain temperature profiles. For placing of fine pitch 
parts and rework of electronic boards an Infrared Soldering 
Machine with a precision placing system is used.

The Fluid Dispensing System DispenseMate 585 is a solder 
paste printer in a compact benchtop format. This machine 
allows a precise dosing of solder pastes on PCBs. As an  
option, a dispenser for precise glue application can be used.  
The range of motion is 525 x 525 mm. 

Fig. 40: CHEOPS hardware team with the flight model of the Back-End-Electronics in the institute's Clean Room.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
IWF is actively engaged in science education and public 
outreach. In 2017, many different groups and school classes 
visited the institute and were guided through the labs and 
the planetary garden.

On 1 March, BMWFW invited IWF to take part in 
"YO!TECH  - Lust auf Technik". More than 300 highschool 
students had the chance to learn about job profiles and  
educational possibilities in technology and natural sciences. 
Among the eleven exhibitors, IWF presented a functional 
model of the CHEOPS telescope.

On the same day, IWF director Wolfgang Baumjohann 
talked about "Managing Space" at FH OÖ Campus Steyr.

During summer time, seven high-school students performed 
an internship at IWF under the "Talente-Praktika" program 
of FFG. They worked on aurora, cometary surfaces and 
planetary materials, radio wave propagation, weather 
data, and VLF data analysis. In the framework of the 
"FEMtech" program of FFG, two young ladies from KFU 
Graz and TU Graz worked at IWF on meteorological time 
series and magnetospheric plasma physics.

On the occasion of Cassini's Grand Finale on 15 September, 
Bruno Besser gave a talk at Sternwarte Klagenfurt.

IWF opened its doors on 29 September in honor of the 
Austrian Astronomy Days, offering a series of six lectures 
and a dedicated children's program (Fig. 41).

On 9 October, ESA, IWF, and others celebrated 30 
years of Austrian membership in Graz (Fig. 42). IWF 
director Baumjohann participated in the round table 
"Space4Industry" and the institute presented its 
contributions to the BepiColombo mission.

IWF is  partner in the "FFG-Talente-Regional" project 
"Freiflug - Die Geheimnisse des Fliegens". Its core is 
a travelling exhibition on aerospace for children and 
young adults, which was "launched" on 25 October at FH 
Joanneum in Graz.

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
In September, IWF director Baumjohann was elected as a 
member of „Academia Europaea” and IWF group leader 
Rumi Nakamura into the „Board of Trustees” of the 
„International Academy of Astronautics“.

MEETINGS
Since more than 30 years, top researchers from all over 
the world have come to Austria in the framework of the 
"Alexander von Humboldt Colloquium" in order to discuss 
recent topics in astronomy and space physics. Christoph 
Lhotka organized this year's conference, chaired by IWF 
and University of Vienna, took place in Bad Hofgastein, 
Salzburg, from 19 to 25 March.

From 24 to 26 July, the institute hosted the 5th CHEOPS 
Science Workshop at Schloss Seggau. The workshop, 
which saw 89 international participants, aimed at bringing 
together the community interested in the mission, providing 
information about its current status and preparing its 
scientific exploitation. The workshop was organized by 
Luca Fossati, in collaboration with the IWF exoplanet team.

Wolfgang Baumjohann served as Vice Director and chair 
of the Program Committee of the Summer School Alpbach, 
which took place from 18 to 27 July and was dedicated to 
"The Dusty Universe". Every year, 60 students and about 25 
lecturers and tutors from among ESA's member states are 
invited to this meeting.

OUTREACH

Fig. 42: IWF members at "30 Jahre ESA-Österreich - Eine Erfolgsgeschichte".

Fig. 41:  Children answering questions about our solar system during the 
Austrian Astronomy Days at IWF.
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In  addition, M.Y. Boudjada,  G. Fischer, G. Kargl, 
M. Lendl, C. Möstl, and R. Nakamura were members of 
scientific program and/or organizing committees at three 
international conferences and/or workshops.

LECTURING
In summer 2017 and in winter term 2017/2018 IWF members 
gave lectures at the University of Graz, Graz University of 
Technology, University of Vienna, TU Braunschweig, FH 
Joanneum, and FH Wiener Neustadt.

THESES
Besides lecturing, members of the institute are supervising 
Bachelor, Diploma, Master and Doctoral Theses. In 2017, 
the following supervised theses have been completed:

Ritter, S.: Simulation und Analyse von Laser Entfernungs-
messungen zur dynamischen Bahnbestimmung für den 
Anwendungsfall Space Debris, Master Thesis, Technische 
Universität Graz, 86 pages (2017)

Romero Lopera, J.: Statistical Analysis of Flux Ropes in 
the Plasma Sheet of the Magnetotail, Master Thesis, 
Technische Universität Graz, 130 pages (2017)

Weber, C.: Investigation of Exoplanetary Radio Emission: 
New Aspects in the Search for Exoplanets at Radio 
Wavelengths, Doctoral Thesis, Universität Graz, 239 
pages (2017)

MENTORING
In the framework of the ÖAW mentoring system, organized 
by the Working Group on Non-Discrimination of ÖAW, 
Martin Volwerk served as mentor and one member of IWF 
participated as mentee (Fig. 43).

Fig. 43: Eberhard Widmann, director of the Stefan Meyer Institute of 
ÖAW, IWF researcher Monika Lendl, and Barbara Haberl, chair of  the 
Working Group on Non-Discrimination,  at the closing ceremony of the first 
mentoring program (© ÖAW/Elia Zilberberg).
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